The application of Wiener's generalized Tauberian Theorem [l] to a sequence of functions in Li( -», oo) leads to the following.
Lemma. Let Ko belong to Li( -«, co ) and be such that Koix)eiuxdx 9¿0, -go < m < oo.
-OO Let g be bounded on ( -oo , oo ) and let /CO p 00
A0(x -y)g(y)dy = A f A0(y)áy.
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TAew í/ |Xn(x)} is a sequence of functions in Li such that for w-* oo
An(x -y)g(y)dy -* /(*)
for almost all x and f°Kn(y)dy-+I,
we have lim Iix) = AI.
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As an application of this lemma we give a particularly simple proof of the Littlewood-Tauber Theorem [2] .
Theorem. Let Sö° anxn converge to fix) for |x| <1 and let lim/(x) = s < ». Knix -y)s(e")dy = lim s(ez) = S a»--00 x~*°° 0
